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Abstract—This paper investigates several schemes to combine the
user demographic information and item attribute data that
respectively beneficial to solve the data sparsity and cold-start
problems in recommendation systems. We propose four schemes
that are varied based on how the combination of the two data can
be constructed. To test and evaluate the concept, we implement the
schemes on a probabilistic-attribute method adapted to suit our
attribute model. Compared to the benchmark methods,
experiment results show that our approach is superior in solving
the data sparsity and cold-start problems. In general, the scheme
that combines the item attribute data with a partial user
demographic information performs better than the other
variations of the combined-attribute scheme. This finding
confirms that combining both the user demographic information,
though not all of them, and the item attribute can efficiently solve
the data sparsity and cold-start problems.
Keywords—cold-start, combined-attribute scheme, data sparsity,
item attribute, recommendation system, user demographic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recommendation System (RS) is a system that provides a
list of top-𝑁 item recommendation to its users based on the users
past rating history [1, 2]. RS is expected to learn its users’
preferences efficiently and, therefore, the generated list of
recommendations suit to the users’ interest and expectation.
Collaborative Filtering (CF) is commonly used and studied
as a learning model in RS [1]. CF-based RS generates the
recommendations based on a user’s previous history and also
other users that are considering to have a similar preference. In
other words, CF builds its model based on the known user-item
relationships such that the similarities, of either users or items,
are efficiently captured and effected the recommendation
process [2].
Data sparsity and cold-start are common problems in CFbased RS [2-5]. Data sparsity is the condition in which most of
the user-item associations are unidentified [2, 3, 6, 7]. Whereas
the cold-start is the condition in which a user has none or very

few rating histories [2-4, 8]. An efficient alternative solution of
the data sparsity problem is by adding the attribute data in the
learning model [7, 9-11]. On the other hand, the employment of
user demographic information is beneficial in alleviating the
cold-start problem [4]. We conjecture that solving both the data
sparsity and cold-start problems by taking into account both the
user demographic information and item attribute data.
This paper investigates and compares several combineattribute schemes that can alleviate the data sparsity and coldstart problem by taking into account both the user demographic
information and item attribute data in the learning model. We
propose four schemes that are varied based on how the
combination of the two data can be achieved. We implement the
proposed schemes on a probabilistic-attribute method [12],
which employs an attribute model, to test and evaluate our idea.
However, we need to adapt such that it suits to our schemes. The
original probabilistic method builds its attribute model only
based on the rating matrix and item attribute data, while we add
the user demographic information. Therefore, we need to add the
process of building a combined-attribute matrix before building
the attribute model such that the method can integrate the user
demographic information. For the empirical analysis, we use
datasets that fulfill both the sparsity and cold-start requirements.
The contribution of this paper is a follows: (1) introducing
comprehensive combined-attribute schemes to merge the user
demographic information and item attribute data, (2) adopting a
probabilistic-attribute method for implementing various
combine-attribute schemes, and (3) showing how the proposed
schemes are able to address the data sparsity and cold-start
problems.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the related works. Section III presents the notations
used in the paper, while Section IV details the proposed
combined-attribute schemes. Section V describes the
probabilistic-attribute method used to implement proposed
schemes. Finally, Section VI and VII respectively present the
empirical analysis and the conclusion of this paper.

II.

RELATED WORK

CF is a well-known learning model in RS that generates the
list of item recommendations to a target user by considering both
his/her individual fondness as well as other users of similar
rating preferences based on the known user-item relationships
[1]. On the other hand, CF is also known to suffer from the data
sparsity and cold-start problems [2, 3, 5], since most of the useritem relationships are unknown and sometimes the target user
has none or very limited numbers of rating data.
Employing item attribute data has shown to alleviate the
sparsity problem and, thus, improve the recommendation
performance in CF. This approach can be implemented by
combining: the items similarities and their matching attributes
[13], the rating data and item attribute similarities [9], and the
items' similarities to their matching attributes and time-weight
scores [10]. On the other hand, employing user demographic
information is advantageous in alleviating the cold-start problem
[14].
For the above reasons, this paper proposes to combine the
advantage of both the item attribute data and user demographic
information, i.e., to solve the data sparsity and cold-start
problems, introducing the four combined-attribute schemes. We
demonstrate how different schemes form different combinedattribute matrix representation. To study the impact of the
proposed schemes to the recommendation performances, we
adapt a probabilistic-attribute method [12] that employs an
attribute-based approach.

PRELIMINARIES
Define 𝑈 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑢3 , … , 𝑢𝑐 } and 𝐼 = {𝑖1 , 𝑖2 , 𝑖3 , … , 𝑖𝑑 } as
the set of 𝑐 users and 𝑑 items. The rating matrix 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝒄×𝒅
represents the relationship between users and items, thus 𝑟𝑢,𝑖

holds the rating value given by user 𝑢 to item 𝑖. The set of items
who have been rated by user 𝑢 is labelled as 𝐼𝑢 .
Define
also
∆= {𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , 𝛿3 , … , 𝛿𝑙 }
and
Θ=
{𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , … , 𝜃𝑚 } as the set of the 𝑙 user demographic and 𝑚
item attribute information. The 𝑄 ∈ ℤ𝒄×𝒍 and 𝑉 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑚
matrices respectively represent the binary connection between
users and items with their demographics or attributes. In this
case, 𝑞𝑢,𝛿 and 𝑣𝑖,𝜃 are set to 1 if user 𝑢 or item 𝑖 has demographic
or attribute, and 0 otherwise.
The toy examples in Fig. 1(a) show that there are two users
𝑈 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 } and three items 𝐼 = {𝑖1 , 𝑖2 , 𝑖3 }, in which 𝐼1 = {1}
and 𝐼2 = {2,3}. Meanwhile, Fig. 1(b) and (c) respectively show
that there are three user demographics ∆= {𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , 𝛿3 }, and two
item attributes Θ = {𝜃1 , 𝜃2 }. The rating, user demographic, and
item attribute matrices are then respectively built as 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 ,
𝑄 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 , and 𝑉 ∈ ℤ3×2 .

IV.

THE PROPOSED COMBINED-ATTRIBUTE SCHEMES

An efficient alternative solution of the data sparsity problem
is by adding the attribute data in the learning model [7, 9-11].
On the other hand, the employment of user demographic
information is beneficial in alleviating the cold-start problem
[4]. We conjecture that solving both the data sparsity and coldstart problems by taking into account both the user demographic
information and item attribute data.
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Fig. 1. Toy examples: (a) Rating matrix 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 , (b) User demographic
matrix 𝑄 ∈ ℤ𝟑×𝟑 , and (c) Item attribute matrix 𝑉 ∈ ℤ3×2

TABLE I. THE PROPOSED COMBINED-ATTRIBUTE SCHEMES
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In this paper, we propose four combined-attribute schemes
to efficiently merge the two data: (a) all-demographic, (b) userdemographic, (c) no-demographic, and (d) partialdemographic. The results are stored as the combined-attribute
matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 where the value of 𝑧 depends on which
scheme is implemented.
A. All-demographic Scheme
The all-demographic scheme builds the combined-attribute
matrix by joining the user demographic 𝑄 with the rating 𝑅 and
item attribute 𝑉. The join 𝑄 ⋈ 𝑅 ⋈ 𝑉 results into attribute
matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 where 𝑧 = 𝑚 + 𝑙. Table I shows the join data
of 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 , 𝑄 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 , and 𝑉 ∈ ℤ3×2 results into 𝑊 ∈ ℤ3×5 .
B. User-demographic Scheme
The user-demographic scheme builds the combinedattribute matrix from the user demographic 𝑄 and rating 𝑅. The
join 𝑄 ⋈ 𝑅 results into attribute matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 where 𝑧 = 𝑙.
Table I shows the join data of 𝑅 ∈ ℤ2×3 and 𝑄 ∈ ℤ2×3 results
into 𝑊 ∈ ℤ3×3.
C. No-demographic Scheme
The no-demographic scheme builds the combined-attribute
matrix by disregarding the user demographic 𝑄 and using only
the rating 𝑅 and item attribute 𝑉. The join 𝑅 ⋈ 𝑉 results into
attribute matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 where 𝑧 = 𝑚. Table I shows the join
data of 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 and 𝑉 ∈ ℤ3×2 results into 𝑊 ∈ ℤ3×2 .
D. Partial-demographic Scheme
The partial-demographic scheme builds the combinedattribute matrix by joining the partial user demographics 𝑄̃ ⊆ 𝑄
with the rating 𝑅 and item attribute 𝑉 matrices. The join 𝑄̃ ⋈
𝑅 ⋈ 𝑉̃ results into attribute matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 where 𝑧 < 𝑚 + 𝑙.
Table I shows the join data of 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟑 , 𝑄̃ ∈ ℤ𝟐×𝟐 , and 𝑉 ∈
ℤ3×2 results into 𝑊 ∈ ℤ3×4 .
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Fig. 2. The comparison of the framework of the probabilistic-attribute
methods: (a) original version and (b) adapted version used in this paper

V.

PROBABILISTIC-ATTRIBUTE METHOD

The probabilistic-attribute method [12] is a method that
implements the combination of attribute model and probabilistic
ranking approach for generating a list of recommendations. This
method has been shown as an effective approach to solve the
data sparsity issue.
In this paper, we use and adapt this method to implement our
proposed combined-attribute schemes. The adaptation is
required as the original probabilistic method builds its attribute
model only based on the rating matrix and item attribute data,
whereas our approach needs to also take into account the user
demographic information. Therefore, we need to add the process
of building a combined-attribute matrix before building the
attribute model. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the framework
between the original (Fig. 2(a)) and the adapted version (Fig.
2(b)) of probabilistic-attribute methods.
A. Building Combined-Attribute matrix
The combined-attribute matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 is built by
implementing the proposed combined-attribute schemes, details
in the previous section.
B. Building Attribute Model
The attribute model is built within the four stages of
constructing: (1) user-attribute frequency matrix 𝐴 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑧 , that
lists the attribute usage of each user on items; (2) attribute-item
frequency matrix 𝐵 ∈ ℤ𝑧×𝑑 that lists the popularity of each
attribute amongst users; (3) the neighborhood model 𝐽 that is
built based on the users' similarities 𝑆 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑐 calculated using
the cosine function; and (4) the attribute model 𝐾 that is built
based on the fondness of each user towards each attribute 𝐹 ∈
ℤ𝑐×𝑧 . Fig. 3 shows the algorithm of building the attribute model.
C. Generating Top-N Recommendation using Probabilisticattribute ranking model
Generating the top-𝑁 recommendation for a target user 𝑢 via
probabilistic-attribute ranking model is conducted by
probabilistically rank the list of items that the user has not rated
conditional to his/her attribute model. This procedure consists of
the three stages of the process of: (1) getting the list of items that
the target user 𝑢 has not selected, i.e., 𝐼̃𝑢 = 𝐼 − 𝐼𝑢 where 𝐼𝑢 ∩
𝐼̃𝑢 = ∅; (2) calculating the probability of user 𝑢 for an item 𝑖
given the attribute model 𝐾𝑢 using the Naïve Bayes [15]; and (3)
generating the top-𝑁 recommendation 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑁𝑢 based on the
probability values. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm of generating top𝑁 recommendation using the probabilistic-attribute ranking
model.
D. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of the learning process, i.e. building the
attribute and probabilistic-attribute ranking models, in the
probabilistic-attribute method is 𝑂 (𝑦(𝑐 2 𝑑𝑥𝑧 + 𝑐|𝐼̃𝑢 |)) where 𝑥
and 𝑦 are respectively the sizes of the neighborhood and attribute
models. Note that 𝑧 depends on which combined-attribute
scheme is implemented.

Algorithm
Input

: Building Attribute Model
: Rating data 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑑 , User demographic
𝑄 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑙 ,
Item
attribute
𝑉 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑚,
Combined-attribute matrix 𝑊 ∈ ℤ𝑑×𝑧 ,
Size of neighborhood model 𝑥, Size of
attribute model 𝑦
Output
: Attribute model 𝐾
1. Construct the user-attribute frequency matrix
𝐴 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑧 :
Initialization:
𝐴 ← 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝑐, 𝑧)
For each user 𝑢 and attribute ℎ:
For each item 𝑖:
if 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 <> 0:
𝑎𝑢,ℎ ← 𝑎𝑢,ℎ + 𝑤𝑖,ℎ
2. Construct the attribute-item frequency matrix
𝐵 ∈ ℤ𝑧×𝑑 :
Initialization:
𝐵 ← 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝑧, 𝑑)
For each attribute ℎ and item 𝑖:
if 𝑤𝑖,ℎ <> 0
For each user 𝑢:
if 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 <> 0:
𝑏ℎ,𝑖 ← 𝑏ℎ,𝑖 + 1
3. Construct the neighbourhood model 𝐽:
For each user 𝑢 and user 𝑣:
𝑠𝑢,𝑣 ← cosine(𝑢,𝑣,𝐴,𝐵)
For each user 𝑢 and user 𝑣:
if 𝑠𝑢,𝑣 is within top-𝑥 in 𝑠𝑢,∗ :
𝐽𝑢 ← 𝐽𝑢 ∪ {𝑣}

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Experiments are conducted to investigate the proposed
combined-attribute schemes performances in solving the data
sparsity and cold-start.
A. Dataset
This paper uses the MovieLens rating dataset
(https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/) that has both the user
demographics and item attribute information, detailed in Table
II. We implement the 5-fold cross-validation method evaluation
approach such that each fold has two sets: (1) training 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 set
used to build the model, and (2) test set 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 used to evaluate
the recommendation performance.
Next, we have to make sure that the MovieLens dataset suits
the focus of this study, i.e., solving the data sparsity and coldstart problems. Table II shows that the sparsity of the dataset is
93.6953%, and therefore, it fulfills the data sparsity problem
requirement. However, Table II also mentions that each user in
the dataset has at least rated 20 items, i.e., a sufficient number
for not categorizing the dataset as a cold-start dataset. This fact
indicates that we need to filter further the dataset such that it
satisfies the cold-start problem requirement, i.e., a target user
that the target user of 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 has none or only very few number of
rating in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 . The following three variations of the
MovieLens dataset are generated and used in the experiments:
 ML0: The MovieLens dataset is filtered such a target
user in 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 has no rating history in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 . This dataset
represents the condition in which the severe cold-start
problem occurs, i.e., each target user 𝑢 has |𝐼𝑢 | = 0.

4. Construct the attribute model 𝐾:
For each user 𝑢 and attribute ℎ:
𝑓𝑢,ℎ ← fondness(𝐽𝑢 ,𝐴,𝑆)
For each user 𝑢 and attribute ℎ:
if 𝑓𝑢,ℎ is within top-𝑦 in 𝑓𝑢,∗:
𝐾𝑢 ← 𝐾𝑢 ∪ {ℎ}

 ML5: The MovieLens dataset is filtered such a target
user in 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 only has five number of ratings in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 .
This dataset represents the condition in which the
moderate cold-start problem occurs, i.e., each target user
𝑢 has |𝐼𝑢 | = 5.

Fig. 3. Algorithm of building attribute model

Algorithm

: Generating top-𝑵 recommendation
using Probabilistic-attribute
Ranking Model
Input
: Rating data 𝑅 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑑 , User-attribute
frequency matrix 𝐴 ∈ ℤ𝑐×𝑧 , Attributeitem 𝐵 ∈ ℤ𝑧×𝑑 , Target user 𝑢, List of
items 𝐼, List of user’s items 𝐼𝑢 ,
Attribute model 𝐾, number of
recommendation 𝑁
Output
: Top-𝑁 recommendation 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑁𝑢
1. Get the list of items that the target user 𝑢 has
not selected:
𝐼̃𝑢 = 𝐼 − 𝐼𝑢 where 𝐼𝑢 ∩ 𝐼̃𝑢 = ∅
2. Calculate the probability of target user 𝑢 to
select item 𝐼̃𝑢 given 𝐾𝑢 :
For each 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼̃𝑢 :
𝑝𝑢,𝑖 ← NaïveBayes(𝑢,𝑖,𝐾𝑢 ,𝑅,𝐴,𝐵)
3. Generate the top-𝑁 item recommendation
target user 𝑢 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑁𝑢 :
For each 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼̃𝑢 :
if 𝑝𝑢,𝑖 is within top-𝑁 in 𝑝𝑢,∗
𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑁𝑢 ← 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑁𝑢 ∪ {𝑖}

VI.

 ML10: The MovieLens dataset is filtered such a target
user in 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 has at least ten number of ratings in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 .
This dataset represents the no cold-start problem
condition, i.e., each target user 𝑢 has |𝐼𝑢 | ≥ 10.
TABLE II. THE MOVIELENS DATASET
Type of data
Total user (𝑐)

943

Total item (𝑑)

1682

Total rating (𝑟∗,∗ == 1)
Percentage of density (

100000

𝑟∗,∗ ==1
𝑐∙𝑑

)

Percentage of sparsity (100% − density)

Gender
User demographics (∆)

Item Attribute (Θ)

6.3047
93.6953
≥ 20

Rating per user

for

Fig. 4. Algorithm of generating top-𝑁 recommendation using probabilisticattribute ranking model

Number of data

Age

2
7 (groups)

Occupation

21

Genre

18

B. Methods
We develop six probabilistic-attribute methods from the four
schemes proposed in this paper, as listed in Table III. We also
benchmark the performance of the above methods with the
standard recommendation methods:

 IB [6]: the item-based method that does not take into
account the user demographics and item attribute
information. IB generates the list of top-𝑁 item
recommendation by employing the similarities between
items.
C. Evaluation Criteria
We use the NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain) metric to measure the quality of recommendation
performance. The NDCG score of a top-𝑁 recommendation for
a target user 𝑢 is formulated as:
𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺𝑢 (𝑁) ∶=

𝐷𝐶𝐺𝑢 (𝑁)
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Fig. 5. The performance comparison on ML0 dataset
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Fig. 6. The performance comparison on ML5 dataset

𝑁

𝐼𝐷𝐶𝐺(𝑁) ∶= ∑

IB

N

NDCG

 UB [16]: the user-based method that does not take into
account the user demographics and item attribute
information. UB generates the list of top-𝑁 item
recommendation by employing the similarities between
users.

ML0 Dataset
0.0025

(3)
ML10 Dataset

Note that 𝕀(∙) results 1 when the condition is fulfilled, and 0 if
otherwise.

First, the UB and IB as the benchmarking methods perform
very poorly compared to our methods that implement the
proposed combined-attribute scheme. This observation confirms
that our methods are superior in solving data sparsity and coldstart problems.
TABLE III. VARIATIONS OF THE PROBABILISTIC-ATTRIBUTE METHOD BASED
ON THE PROPOSED COMBINED-ATTRIBUTE SCHEMES

PAD

0.1

NDCG

D. Results and Discussion
Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 show the comparison of
performance at top-1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 on respectively the ML0,
ML5, and ML10 datasets. We discuss two observations based on
the results.
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PND
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PPD_a
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PPD_g
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PPD_o

0

UB
1
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N
Fig. 7. The performance comparison on ML10 dataset

Second, the performance of each combined-attribute scheme
varies on the different datasets:

Implemented Scheme

PND

no-demographic

 The all-demographic and user-demographic schemes
achieve good performances only on the ML0 dataset, i.e.,
the severe cold-start dataset. Therefore, we do not
recommend to use those two schemes on any moderate
cold-start or normal dataset.

PPD_g

partial-demographic, using the gender demographic information

PPD_a

partial-demographic, using the age demographic information

PPD_o

partial-demographic, using the occupation demographic
information

 The no-demographic scheme achieves sensible
performance on the ML5 and ML10 dataset. Its best
achievement is when it is implemented on the severe
cold-start dataset, even better than the all-demographic
and user-demographic schemes. Note that implementing

Method
PAD

all-demographic

PUD

user-demographic

the no-demographic scheme is equivalent to
implementing the original probabilistic-attribute method.
 In general, the partial-demographic scheme performs
better than the other three variations of the combinedattribute scheme on all datasets. This observation
confirms that combining both the user demographic
information, though not all of them, and the item attribute
can efficiently solve the data sparsity and cold-start
problems. However, the performance of the method
would depend on the choice of which demographic
information used.

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper solves the data sparsity and cold-start problems
of recommendation system by proposing four combinedattribute schemes to be implemented on a probabilistic-attribute
method. We develop six variations of methods out of the
proposed schemes. For the benchmarking purpose, we also
compare the performance of the methods with two standard
recommendation methods. Our series of experiments show that
our methods are superior in solving the data sparsity and coldstart problems, compared to the benchmark methods. In general,
the partial-demographic scheme performs better than the other
three variations of the combined-attribute scheme on all datasets.
This observation confirms that combining both the user
demographic information, though not all of them, and the item
attribute can efficiently solve the data sparsity and cold-start
problems. However, the performance of the method would
depend on the choice of which demographic information used.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

In the future, we plan to investigate the possibility of using a
robust-based approach, such as the Dempster-shafer or entropic
approaches [17], in the probabilistic-attribute method that
implement our proposed combined-attribute schemes.
[13]
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